
HOBBYECTS
for the emancipated consumer



What is HOBBYECTSˇ ?

They are new objects made from other new 
objects,
decontextualizing their origin
and recontextualizing their finality.

Their aim is to stimulate the sensory reactors
by confrontation of patterns.

The later output would be the development of
a sense of emancipation from consumption
and the fulfillment of doing it yourself.

HOBBYECTSˇ has four branches: 

made by us: unique numbered objects made from 
new parts.
They can be ordered on this site.

made by them: showroom with objects from other 
designers who share our upcycling and open 
source approach.

made by you: The power in your hands, with 
know-how on low-tech.
You can participate in Workshops whose dates 
you will find here or invite us to your space. 
You can also get to know our research texts.

made for you: architecture and design services, 
where we produce customized projects for your 
needs, with endogenous material and human 
resources.

HOBBY
from hobby horse (14th 
cent.)
a little horse
possibly from the name of a 
particular horse 

OBJECT
from the Latin obiectum
thrown against
ob: against
iacio: to throw 

EMANCIPATE
from the Latin emanciperen
to let go of the hand
to transfer
e: from 
man: hand
cip: take 

CONSUME
from the Latin consumo
to take fully
con: intensivity prefix
sūmō: to obtain

HOBBYECTSˇ
for the emancipated consumer



CORKSCREW
spiked clamp ø 40mm, M6 nuts

CORKITˇ is a corkscrew made from a spiked 
clamp and two nuts.
CORKITˇ means time.
Due to the reduced spacing of its thread, it takes 
three times longer to insert.
Meanwhile, the sommelier has time to develop his 
choreography, to introduce the characteristics of 
the wine and to inform about the CORKITˇ he is 
using.
The spigot must be inserted in its entirety, without 
urgency, and also the cork must be extracted with 
care.

CKI numbered series

CORKITˇmade by us



WIRE CLAMP
electrical connector ø 4 mm

WATER MIXER
4 elbows, 2 stopcocks, 1 Tpipe, washers, linen waste

OTTOˇ is the perfect wire clamp: simple and safe.
Made of a stripped electrical connector, it contains 
no more nor less than what a wire clamp needs.

PLAINˇ is the faucet that never existed in our 
grandparents’ yard.
Made with conventional half-inch pipe parts, these 
join together in the contemporary form of a hot 
and cold water mixing tap.

OTT numbered series

OTTOˇPLAINˇ

PL1 numbered series

PL2 numbered series



DOOR STOP
blackboard eraser, screw

CEILING LAMP
vegetables drainer, socket

GIZˇ is a door stop that reuses an essential part 
of the memory of those who went to school in the 
last century.
The blackboard’s chalk eraser is out of use but its 
clear, analogue function makes it suitable for other 
purposes. 

LAMPAˇ is a ceiling lamp made from a vegetables 
drainer.
Its wings are suitable to regulate the desired 
height.
The roses drawn by its drill are projected like stars 
in the illuminated ceiling.

GIZ numbered seriesLAM numbered series

GIZˇLAMPAˇ



PASSE-PARTOUT
jar, planet softball

HANGER
clothespin

BOL IN BOLˇ is a pass-partout with balls inside of 
bowls.
The pressure exerted against the walls adjusts 
the photographs and gives them three-
dimensionality. 

Not just drying clothes deserve to be hung by 
such an influential design object.
MILAˇ is a clothespin that serves to hang 
drawings, kitchen cloths or just reminders. 

BOL numbered series

MIL numbered series

BOL IN BOLˇMILAˇ



JEWELRY
steel pipe, computer key

COAT HANGER
metallic coat hanger

KEYSHˇ are jewelery made from keys of 
computers, cash registers and calculators.
From rings to cufflinks, they rediscover in obsolete 
technology a new brilliance. 

Marcel Duchamp built a fountain by inverting a 
urinal.
Ai Weiwei, with a coat hanger made a profile of 
Duchamp.
Today, this inversion has become the status.
What turns incongruous again is putting the urinal 
in place.
MARCELˇ is a coat hanger from ... a coat hanger. 

KEY numbered seriesMAR numbered series

KEYSHˇMARCELˇ
Replica of Profile of Marcel Duchamp in a 
Coat Hanger, 1983, by Ai Weiwei 



MAGNIFYING GLASS
mineral water, bottle, cork

KEY CHAIN
Lego 8x8, Lego 4x2, metal ring 

MAGGIEˇ uses the optical effects of water and 
concave glass to create a magnifying glass.
Made from mineral water and a bottle capped 
with a cork, it replaces any lens.

LIGOˇ is a wall key chain to hang pocket key 
chains, made from Lego pieces.
Its varied colors differentiate each key.
The disparity of Lego attached to a wall prevents 
the key from being forgotten at home. 

MAG numbered series

LIG numbered series

MAGGIEˇLIGOˇ



WASHBOARD
paint tray, blue and white soap

TWO NOTEBOOKS
A4 notebook

The current houses do not have a laundry tub. 
On the other hand, there are clothes that should 
not wait for the time of washing them in the 
machine. 
LAVAˇ is a washing board particularly suitable for 
small parts such as briefs and socks. 

Designed from the silver rectangle, the A-format 
papers have the characteristic that they can be 
infinitely cut in half or duplicated and maintain the 
same aspect ratio.
SILVERˇ are two notebooks (one sketchbook, one 
pocketbook) inscribed in an A4 notebook. 

LAV numbered seriesSIL numbered series

LAVAˇSILVERˇ



DRONE
4 taps, 2 Tpipes, 1 cross junction, 2 washers, linen waste

TWO NOTEBOOKS
A4 blue notebook

DRAINOˇ is the allegory of the drone. 
A contemporary, heavyweight, decorative toy that 
flies in the imagination.

A.QUA from water, quaderni or A-four. 
Designed from the silver proportion, the A-format 
papers have the characteristic that they can be 
infinitely cut in half or duplicated and maintain the 
same aspect ratio.
A.QUAˇ are two notebooks (one sketchbook, one 
pocketbook) inscribed in an A4 blue notebook. 

DRO numbered seriesAQA numbered series

DRAINOˇA.QUAˇ
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